DI-LA ET THALIA ASSURANCES / NICOLAS DARAMELAS

The Financial Services and Markets Authority (FSMA) warns the public against the activities of Di-La et Thalia Assurances, a company that carries on the activity of an insurance broker, and Mr Nicolas Daramelas, its executive officer.

Di-La et Thalia Assurances has been stricken from the list of intermediaries upon the decision of the FSMA’s Management Committee. Di-La et Thalia Assurances and Mr Nicolas Daramelas are no longer registered in Belgium as insurance intermediaries. They are therefore not allowed to offer or propose insurance contracts or to engage in any other work preparatory to the conclusion of such contracts, or to contribute to their management or performance.

The FSMA thus advises against responding to any offers of services made by Di-La et Thalia Assurances or Mr Nicolas Daramelas and against transferring money to any account number they might mention.

Di-La et Thalia Assurances is established at Rue du Champ de Mars 5, 1050 Brussels.

Would you like to enquire more generally as to the regularity of a transaction being proposed? If so, please consult the Consumers page on the FSMA website (www.fsma.be) or contact the 'Relations with Consumers of Financial Services' department (tel.: +32 2 220 59 10; email address: peri@fsma.be).
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